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Introduction

Image reconstruction plays a critical role in modern MRI 
methodology. Recent gains in imaging speed and quality 
have been driven by techniques such as parallel imaging 
[1–3] and compressed sensing [4]. Although there have  
been numerous innovations in image reconstruction,  
there are many new reconstruction techniques published  
in scientific journals that are not evaluated on a large  
scale and therefore never make it into clinical use. This is 
caused by challenges presented by the current development 
environments and paradigms. This paper reviews the 
development and deployment paradigm introduced by the 
Gadgetron [5] reconstruction framework as it has been used 
on the Siemens Healthcare platform. The concepts and 
information presented in this paper are based on research 
and are not commercially available. 

While the field of image reconstruction continues to be  
very active, access to vendor reconstruction code has been 
limited. The Siemens Healthcare platform has traditionally 
provided a wide image reconstruction programming  
window through the Image Calculation Environment (ICE). 
This environment has enabled developers to use existing  
Siemens Healthcare reconstruction modules (Functors)  
as black box modules, but access to the source code of  
the full reconstruction pipeline has been limited. Modern 
reconstruction algorithms consist of several critical steps 
that form an image reconstruction pipeline [6], and when 
new reconstruction algorithms are developed, they must be 

compared to existing methodology to identify and analyze 
advantages and disadvantages. In many cases it is 
challenging to reproduce results from published papers on 
image reconstruction techniques. There are several reasons 
for this, but one important obstacle is the lack of access to 
the underlying source code used to produce the images. It is 
critical for researchers to be able to examine and reproduce 
each algorithmic step of previously developed methodology 
and consequently they have to attempt to replicate existing 
reconstruction methods from the descriptions in the 
publications. Given the cursory treatment that the actual 
implementation is frequently given in such publications,  
it can be a formidable challenge to produce a high quality, 
high performance implementation of existing algorithms. 
This makes any subsequent comparisons much less 
meaningful. Open access to source code of reference 
implementations will play an important role in advancing 
the field of MRI in general and MRI reconstruction in 
particular.

In addition to reproducibility problems, current MRI 
reconstruction development has also been hampered by  
the logistical and regulatory problems associated with 
deploying prototype reconstruction algorithms in a clinical 
environment. New techniques are often implemented in 
scripting environments such as MATLAB (MathWorks, 
Natick, MA, USA) or Python (Python Software Foundation, 
Wilmington, DE, USA) and they are not easily connected to 
clinical scanners. When researchers evaluate novel 
reconstruction algorithms, the workflow often involves 

Figure 1: The Gadgetron uses 
a client-server architecture, 
where the server is the 
Gadgetron reconstruction 
engine. Clients make 
connections to the Gadgetron 
to send data and receive 
reconstructed images.  
Clients can be command line, 
stand-alone clients, imaging 
systems, or other Gadgetron 
instances.
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Gadgetron architecture

The Gadgetron uses a client-server architecture as outlined 
in Figure 1. The reconstruction engine is the server and 
different types of clients can connect to the reconstruction 
server. Figure 1 illustrates three common scenarios. When 
the Gadgetron is used as a stand-alone reconstruction tool, 
the client would be a command line tool that reads a file 
with raw data and sends it to the Gadgetron. The Gadgetron 
instance can be local to the machine where the client is 
executing or it can be located on a remote server. Recon-
structed images are returned to the client and written to an 
output file. When processing MRI datasets, the Gadgetron 
uses the ISMRM Raw Data (ISMRMRD) [10] format. The 
ISMRMRD format is a vendor neutral format for MR  
raw datasets and converters from most commonly used 
commercial vendors are available. Consequently, the 
ISMRMRD command line client, which is supplied with the 
Gadgetron source code, can be used to send data from any 
vendor to the Gadgetron engine for reconstruction after 
appropriate data conversion. The command line client is 
useful during reconstruction development and when 
processing datasets offline, but in a clinical setting, data 
must be sent directly by the scanner to the Gadgetron and 
images should be returned to the scanner host database  
for viewing and planning purposes. To facilitate this, an  
ICE based Gadgetron client (IceGadgetron) is available.  
The integration with Siemens Healthcare MRI systems is 
described in the Siemens Healthcare Scanner Integration 
section below. The Gadgetron engine itself can also act as  
a client. This use case is encountered when the Gadgetron  
is deployed in cloud computing platforms where multiple 
Gadgetron instances can collaborate on a reconstruction 
task. Some of these instances will be clients and some will 
be servers. This is discussed further in the Deployment 
Strategies below.

The reconstruction server engine is a pipeline architecture  
as shown in Figure 2. Each reconstruction program in the 
Gadgetron is a pipeline assembled from multiple modules 

transferring raw data for offline reconstruction and 
subsequent evaluation and comparison against existing 
techniques. This decouples the evaluation of reconstruction 
techniques from existing clinical workflows. The lack of  
tight scanner integration also creates a barrier for adoption 
and large scale testing of new techniques; the offline 
reconstruction workflow is manageable in small research 
settings where expert help is available, but it is not easily 
transferred to other sites. Ideally, images reconstructed with 
novel techniques should be available online on the scanner 
such that they can be used in the clinical analysis tools and 
immediate comparisons and evaluations become possible.

It is important to consider why developers use offline 
environment. One reason is that they need access to 
development tools and infrastructure that vendor 
environments such as ICE do not provide. The access to 
rapid prototyping scripting languages such as Python, 
MATLAB, or Julia (NumFocus, Austin, TX, USA) are examples 
of such tools, but more generally vendor reconstruction 
environments are relatively restrictive in terms of the 
hardware and software that they provide. As an example, 
the use of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) was proposed 
[7–9] several years before such hardware became available 
on commercial MRI systems. Even today with the 
availability of the GPU hardware on commercial MRI 
systems, it is often older generation hardware and drivers 
that are not compatible with the latest development tools; 
the slow development cycles of commercial systems and  
the need to maintain backwards compatibility makes it 
challenging for commercial vendors to keep up with the 
rapidly changing field of computational hardware and 
software. There is a need for image reconstruction 
environments that can be deployed on platforms where 
developers can control the available hardware and the 
associated software components.

The Gadgetron was developed to provide solutions to  
the challenges outlined above. It is an open source, freely 
available image reconstruction server engine, which can be 
deployed as a stand-alone tool on a developers desktop 
computer or it can be connected directly and transparently 
to commercial Siemens Healthcare MRI systems. When 
connecting to a clinical MRI system, it can be deployed in 
several configurations: 

a)  directly on the available vendor hardware, 

b)  on a separate workstation connected to the scanner, or 

c)  on remote computer systems, which may provide cloud 
computing resources. 

The framework enables developers to use the hardware and 
software platform of their choice. It is also modular and 
enables the users to use scripting languages for all or part 
of their image reconstruction pipeline. The following 
sections outline the architecture of Gadgetron and describe 
how it is connected to Siemens Healthcare MRI systems.  
A number of use cases and example applications are also 
provided.

Key points

• Reproducible research relies on Open Source 
software.

• Vendor reconstruction environments do not  
provide access to source code.

• It is challenging to deploy and test prototype 
reconstruction in a clinical environment.

• The Gadgetron is an Open Source image recon-
struction framework which provides access to 
algorithm code, rapid prototyping, and transparent 
deployment on Siemens Healthcare MRI systems.

• Source code and documentation:  
https://gadgetron.github.io
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that are assembled and configured at runtime. The data 
processing is modeled as a set of modules or Gadgets. As  
the data passes from Gadget to Gadget, it is modified and 
transformed until the final images are ready to be returned 
to the client. A configurable input/output interface is 
responsible for receiving data from the TCP/IP connection 
and transmitting reconstruction products back to the client. 
The configuration of this interface is done at runtime by 
assembling a set of modules that can handle the reading 
(deserialization) and writing (serialization) of particular 
datatypes. The Gadgetron framework does not put any 
restrictions on the type of data that can be sent and 
received, and as such it can be used to reconstruct any  
kind of imaging data. It can also receive and send data that 
it not related to the imaging experiment. Examples of such 
data could be physiological waveforms or other telemetry 
(such as subject motion data) that can be used in the 
reconstruction. To support a new data type, developers  
must implement the required reader/writer modules to 
deserialize/serialize the data.

The pipeline specification is provided to the Gadetron engine 
in the form of an XML document. This XML description lists 
the readers, writers, and Gadgets to include in the processing 
pipeline. The Gadgetron comes with a set of predefined 
reconstruction pipelines and the client can simply request 
which one to load. Alternatively, the client can transmit the 
XML description of the pipeline and assuming the requested 
Gadgets are available on the server, the pipeline will be 
loaded and raw data will be passed down the pipeline.

The Gadget modules are typically implemented in C/C++, 
but the framework also allows for modules to be 

implemented in scripting languages such as Python or 
MATLAB. The MATLAB integration requires that a MATLAB 
installation is available on the server that is running  
the Gadgetron engine. This MATLAB installation must  
be equipped with an appropriate license or access to a 
license server. The license requirements along with some 
performance issues associated with starting a MATLAB 
instance when MATLAB Gadgets load makes the MATLAB 
integration less attractive than the Python integration, but  
it is available as a prototyping tool. The scripting Gadgets 
provide a fast way to deploy existing prototype code on a 
clinical scanner. Subsequent development cycles can then 
be used to improve performance by moving critical pieces of 
the reconstruction to C/C++ Gadgets.

A set of C/C++ toolboxes are available as part of the 
Gadgetron framework. These toolboxes contain common 
components that are reused in several Gadgets. This 
includes data structures for storing and managing the 
acquisition data, filters, transforms (Fourier, wavelet, etc.), 
numerical solvers (conjugate gradient, nonlinear conjugate 
gradient, etc.), and other utilities. Much effort has been 
spent on tunings the computational efficiency and the use 
of parallel computing in these core components. The 
toolboxes can be used in stand-alone applications that do 
not use the Gadget pipeline architecture. The source code 
repository includes several such stand-alone applications 
that serve as examples of how to use key toolbox 
components. Of special note are several toolboxes that 
implement performance critical code on Graphical 
Processing Units (GPUs). One example is the non-Cartesian 
Fourier transform [7]. The GPU code uses NVIDIAs CUDA 

Figure 2: The Gadgetron pipeline architecture. The client connects to the Gadgetron reconstruction engine with a TCP/IP socket connection. 
The configurable input/output interface is responsible to deserializing incoming data and serializing outgoing data. Once data has been 
received, it is passed through a set of modules or Gadgets, which perform reconstruction steps. These Gadgets use a number of toolbox 
functions to perform the data processing.
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Figure 3: Schematic outline of the IceGadgetron package  
and connection to the Gadgetron. The IceGadgetron package 
provides two functors: The GadgetronEmitter, which translates 
the raw data to ISMRMRD format and sends it to the Gadgetron 
and the GadgetronInjector, which receives reconstructed images 
from the Gadgetron and injects them back into the ICE pipeline.

3

framework [11]. The GPU based non-Cartesian FFT along 
with other key toolbox components (such as GPU solvers) 
form the basis for several high performance (real-time) 
implementations of non-Cartesian parallel imaging.

Siemens Healthcare scanner integration

The Gadgetron can be integrated with any commercial 
scanner platform, which allows sockets to be opened from 
the reconstruction pipeline in order to transmit data to the 
Gadgetron. The connection to the Gadgetron is achieved 
through a specialized ICE program called IceGadgetron.  
This ICE program is shared on the IDEA discussion board 
(https://www.mr-idea.com), where updated versions of 
binaries and source code are uploaded at regular intervals. 
The IceGadgetron package is known to work on syngo MR B, 
syngo MR D, and syngo MR E software versions.

The IceGadgetron package provides two key ICE Functors:  
1) GadgetronEmitterFunctor (Emitter), and  
2) GadgetronInjectorFunctor (Injector).  
The role of these two Functors is illustrated in Figure 3. The 
Emitter is inserted into an existing ICE pipeline at the point 
where the developer would like the raw data (or images) to 
be transmitted to the Gadgetron and the Injector is inserted 
where the returned reconstruction products (usually images) 
are to be inserted back into the ICE pipeline. The location of 
the Emitter and the Injector can be controlled with a confi-
guration file. In practice, each ICE reconstruction program 
that calls the IceGadgetron configurator is accompanied by 
a configuration document (in XML format) that specifies 

where the IceGadgetron Functors are to be inserted  
and other key configuration parameters such as which 
Gadgetron reconstruction program should be loaded.  
This allows the IceGadgetron program to be applied as  
an add-on to any existing reconstruction chain.

The Emitter plays multiple roles. Before sending any data 
from the current acquisition to the Gadgetron, it checks to 
see if there are any dependent measurements (such as noise 
measurements) for the current measurement and if so they 
are converted to ISMRMRD format and transmitted to the 
Gadgetron. It then converts the Siemens Healthcare specific 
raw data protocol (the sequences parameters) to an 
ISMRMRD header, which is transmitted to the Gadgetron. 
Finally, it does an on-the-fly conversion of each acquired 
raw data readout to ISMRMRD and transmits to the 
Gadgetron. Data is converted as it is acquired and trans-
mitted to the Gadgetron immediately and consequently  
data processing on the Gadgetron starts immediately when 
data is available. This immediate transmission of data 
provides the Gadgetron framework with some performance 
advantages in a clinical setting compared to other proto-
typing environments that start data transmission when the 
acquisition is complete.

The Injector serves to receive images as they are returned  
to the Gadgetron. Once the images are back in the ICE 
environment, an appropriate header is attached to the 
images such that image numbering, timing information,  
etc., are attached to the image when they are inserted into 
the image database. After attaching a header to the images, 
they are passed down any remaining Functors in the ICE 
pipeline. This allows for post processing steps such as 
gradient distortion correction to be applied in the ICE 
environment where appropriate calibration information is 
available.

The Functors between the Emitter and the Injector are 
bypassed by default as indicated by the dotted outline in 
Figure 3, but it is also possible to operate IceGadgetron in 
such a way that the data is sent through both the Gadgetron 
and ICE pipelines. This may be useful for debugging and 
comparisons. However, since the Gadgetron is often used to 
deploy prototype reconstructions for which there may be no 
meaningful alternative in ICE, passing data through both 
pipelines is not always possible. 

It is important to note that since conversion to DICOM 
images is done after the images return to the ICE 
environment, there is no need for patient identifying 
information (PII) to be sent to the Gadgetron. The ISMRMRD 
format defines header sections for PII (e.g., patient name), 
but when using the Gadgetron in conjunction with 
IceGadgetron, these header sections are not needed and are 
simply omitted. Consequently, the communication between 
the scanner and the Gadgetron is an anonymized stream of 
data. This is critical when considering deployment strategies 
where the Gadgetron engine is located outside the hospital 
firewalls. Such configuration options are discussed in more 
detail below.
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Deployment strategies

The only requirement to connect a clinical MRI system to  
a Gadgetron instance is that the MRI system can open a 
TCP/IP network socket to either a local or remote Gadgetron 
instance. Some of the possible deployment topologies are 
outlined in Figure 4. The Siemens Healthcare reconstruction 
computer (the MRIR or MARS computer depending on 
software and hardware version) is equipped with a network 
interface, which is used to connect the ICE environment with 
the host. This network connection is configured with a local 
network IP address that only allows it to connect to the 
host, but there are two ways to utilize this network interface 
to provide access to a Gadgetron instance. A network switch 
can be inserted in the network between the MARS and the 
host computer. It should be noted that while such a switch 
used to be available syngo MR B line scanners, the newer 
syngo MR D and E systems do not ship with the switch  
since it is no longer needed. Inserting the switch is a modi-
fication of the system, which is not officially supported by 
Siemens Healthcare and may lead to loose the CE mark. 
Once the host and the reconstruction computer is connected 
via a switch, a Gadgetron reconstruction computer can be 
connected directly to this switch and given an IP address  
on the local network. This will allow the ICE environment  
to communicate directly with the Gadgetron computer. 
Alternatively, a Secure Shell (SSH) tunnel can be opened 
from the host computer and the ICE environment can 
connect to a remote Gadgetron through this tunnel; the 

connection will be made to the host, which will forward  
the connection. The ability to open a tunnel is built into  
the IceGadgetron package. Using a configuration file, the 
tunneling details can be specified such that the tunnel is 
automatically available in a way that is transparent to  
the user. When using a tunnel to connect to the Gadgetron,  
it is possible to use a Gadgetron server that is not directly 
connected to the MARS. This Gadgetron instance could be 
located somewhere else on network or it could be located  
at a remote location, e.g., in the cloud. Once a connection is 
made to cloud computing data center, it is possible to use 
Gadgetron topologies where multiple instances collaborate 
on the reconstruction thus reducing the reconstruction time 
of sophisticated algorithms to clinically acceptable 
reconstruction times [12].

It is also possible to deploy the Gadgetron on Siemens 
Healthcare systems without installing any additional 
hardware. The Gadgetron development and deployment 
strategy (see Figure 4) makes heavy use of containers using 
either Docker [13] or chroot (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Chroot) to manage application dependencies. It is possible 
to deploy such a container directly on the MARS computer 
and the IceGadgetron program can start and stop a 
Gadgetron instance automatically if configured to do so. 
This deployment strategy is a convenient way to deploy 
novel reconstruction algorithms directly on existing 
hardware. The Gadgetron containers can make full use of 
CPU and GPU hardware available on the MARS but the 
performance will ultimately be constrained by the hardware 
performance of the MARS. It should also be mentioned that 
ICE employs a proprietary memory management strategy 
that in general means that memory will not be released 
from the ICE environment once it has been allocated.  
On syngo MR E systems, IceGadgetron makes use of a 
mechanism to force the ICE environment to release reserved 
memory in order to make the memory available to the 
Gadgetron, but such a mechanism is not available on  
syngo MR D software releases. The deployment of the 
Gadgetron on the MARS system is only recommended for 
syngo MR E systems.

Development model

Open source software principles are key to the Gadgetron 
development model. The source code for the Gadgetron  
and ISMRMRD projects is freely available on Github 
(https://github.com). Changes to the source code are 
managed and reviewed through the online collaborative 
tools made available at that site. Changes are proposed as 
source code pull requests and after discussion and revision, 
they are merged into the source code. The development 
workflow is outlined in Figure 5. Modifications to the 
Gadgetron (or a dependency) triggers an automated build 
system to start compiling the source code on Windows, 
Linux, and Mac computers. If the code compiles, it is 
automatically tested. The test suite consists of a collection 
of unit tests for toolbox level components and a number of 
integration tests. The integration tests convert real raw data 

Figure 4: Gadgetron deployment topologies. The most 
straightforward way to connect the Gadgetron is with direct 
TCP/IP connection from the MARS to the Gadgetron (4A). This 
requires a switch to be available on the local scanner network. 
Alternatively the Gadgetron may be deployed as a container 
directly on the MARS hardware (4B). This enables Gadgetron 
operation without the installation of additional hardware. 
Finally the Gadgetron may be located on a remote system (4C). 
When connecting to a remote system a Secure Shell (SSH) 
tunnel is opened from the host and the connection to the remote 
system is forwarded through this tunnel.
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sets to ISMRMRD format and reconstructs images with 
different image reconstruction pipelines. The reconstruction 
results are compared to a database with reconstruction 
results to detect any changes in reconstruction results. If  
all tests pass, the tested version of the Gadgetron with all 
dependencies is immediately released as a Docker image  
on Docker Hub (https://hub.docker.com/r/gadgetron).  
The build system tests multiple configuration options. In 
particular, multiple versions of NVIDIA CUDA are tested  
and Docker images based on different versions are released.

The Docker containers can be deployed immediately  
on any computer with the Docker engine installed. The 
containers will run natively on Linux and using a hypervisor 
on Windows and Mac computers. Consequently, it is 
relatively easy to install and run the Gadgetron, even for 
users with little or no experience in building software. The 
Gadgetron also comes with a script that allows the user  
to turn the Docker images into a chroot image that can  
be deployed directly on the Siemens Healthcare MARS 
computer as explained above. The conversion to chroot 
image is necessary at the moment because the MARS 
system does not have the required Docker engine installed.

Example applications

The Gadgetron supports a wide range of applications. 
Several of these applications are in the real-time imaging 
and cardiac imaging area due to the early developers of  
the Gadgetron, but as the community around the framework 
has grown, the applications have grown to be more generic 
and broadly applicable. The following sections describe  
four different use cases for the Gadgetron. Firstly, a generic, 
high performance parallel imaging reconstruction pipeline  
is discussed. It forms the backbone of several image 
reconstruction chains and provides image reconstruction 
performance metrics (such as g-factor maps from 
accelerated parallel imaging) in addition to high quality 
reconstructions. Secondly, interactive real-time imaging 
used in interventional image guidance is demonstrated. 

Figure 5: The Gadgetron 
development pipeline. 
Collaboration and code 
management is done using 
Github (https://github.com/
gadgetron). Once code 
modifications are merged, 
the software is automatically 
built and tested on Windows, 
Linux, and Mac computers. 
Docker containers with all 
dependencies are generated 
and tested and the container 
images can be deployed 
directly on the Siemens 
Healthcare MARS computer.

5

Thirdly, motion corrected, phase sensitive, inversion recovery 
reconstruction is highlighted as an application where the 
Gadgetron can be used to improve clinical workflow. Finally, 
retrospective respiratory motion correction for free breathing 
cardiac cine imaging is shown as an example of using the 
Gadgetron in the cloud.

Generic parallel imaging reconstruction pipeline

A multi-purpose, Cartesian parallel imaging pipeline forms 
the backbone of many clinical and research applications 
supported by the Gadgetron. The reconstruction algorithm is 
based on the GRAPPA algorithm [3], but the k-space kernels 
are Fourier transformed to image space and applied as coil 
combining coefficients in image space [14]. Based on the  
coil combining coefficients, parallel imaging related noise 
amplification is directly estimated in the form of g-maps. 
The reconstruction uses information about the receiver noise 
covariance matrix to maintain unit noise scaling throughout 
the image reconstruction pipeline and consequently, it can 
produce images that are reconstructed in signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR) units [15, 16].

Figure 6 shows the Gadgets involved in this SNR scaled 
parallel imaging pipeline. Many of these Gadgets are  
reused in other reconstruction pipelines, which illustrates 
the modularity of the framework. Most Gadgetron 
reconstruction pipelines include the NoiseAdjust Gadget, 
which is responsible for noise prewhitening either based on 
noise samples acquired in a previous scan or inline noise 
measurements included with the data. After removing 
oversampling in the readout direction and partial Fourier 
(assymetric echo) adjustment, the data hits two commonly 
used Gadgets, the accumulation-and-triggering Gadget  
and the bucket-to-buffer Gadget. These two work in tandem 
to organize the incoming data before reconstruction.  
The accumulate-and-trigger Gadget simply stores the  
data while it waits for some trigger to occur. An example of 
such a trigger could be that the repetition number increases.  
Once the trigger occurs, the accumulated data (stored in 
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unorganized buckets) is passed on to the bucket to  
buffer mechanism, which will assemble the data in buffer 
structures that in the case of Cartesian imaging simply  
are k-spaces buffers. The buffers then pass into the 
reconstruction part of the pipeline where reference data is 
used to generate coil combining coefficients. After the image 
reconstruction there are multiple post-production steps  
that ready the images for return to the scanner. In this 
specialized reconstruction pipeline, there are also some 
additional Gadgets that output image and coil statistics, 
which are useful for evaluating reconstruction results.

Figure 7 shows example images from the generic parallel 
imaging reconstruction chain. The example is a rate 4 
parallel imaging, real-time cine acquisition of a four-
chamber view of the heart. The top image shows one frame 
of the real-time imaging series. The middle image is the 
g-map, which is produced by the reconstruction chain  
and the bottom image is the SNR scaled reconstruction.  
The SNR scaling feature of the Gadgetron reconstruction 
chain enables on-the-fly evaluation of reconstruction 
results and comparisons between patients and coils.

Figure 6: Generic parallel imaging reconstruction pipeline.  
Unit noise variance is established by the NoiseAdjust Gadget 
and maintained throughout the pipeline. The pipeline can 
produce images reconstructed in units of signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) [15].

Figure 7: Example images from generic parallel imaging 
reconstruction pipeline. Data is from a real-time (acceleration 
rate 4) cardiac cine acquisition showing the heart in a four-
chamber view. Top image (7A) is the magnitude image, middle 
image (7B) is the g-map, and bottom image (7C) is the image 
displayed in units of SNR. Notice how the SNR is higher closer  
to the coils on the chest.
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Figure 8 shows another output from the generic recon-
struction chain, which is a plot of the standard deviation of 
the noise in each channel used in the current reconstruction. 
This plot is useful in evaluating the performance of the 
currently used receive chain components. In the example 
plot, the coil elements have noise standard deviations in the 
same range, but faulty coil elements are quickly identified 
as having very high noise level or no noise at all. Users of 
the Gadgetron have found it useful to run at least one scan 
in each study, which outputs such an image. It can then  
be reviewed later as part of standard quality assurance 
procedures where it can help pinpoint faulty equipment.

Real-time interventional image guidance

One of the original motivations for creating the Gadgetron 
was to provide a high-performance environment in which to 
perform real-time reconstruction on the GPU. One of the 
driving applications for this was interventional MRI [17, 18]. 
For this application, real-time images must be reconstructed 
and displayed with low latency to allow the operator to 
manipulate instrumentation in the patient under MRI 
guidance. Figure 9 shows images from a diagnostic 
catheterization performed under MRI guidance. The top  
row shows example real-time guidance images and the 
bottom images show how the operator in the scanner room 
can use these images for navigating the catheters inside the 
patient. Typically one to three real-time slices are imaged 
simultaneously and the operator can manipulate the 
location of these slices interactively. Clinicians have also 

Figure 8: Noise standard deviation plot produced by the generic 
parallel imaging reconstruction chain. The plot shows the noise 
level in each employed channel and can be used to pinpoint 
faulty coil elements.

Figure 9: Real-time interventional MRI using the Gadgetron.  
The top row of images shows example real-time frames used to 
guide a passive catheter in the patient. The tip of the catheter  
is equipped with a balloon filled with a Gadolinium based 
contrast agent. An interactively controlled saturation pulse is 
used to provide contrast between balloon and surrounding 
tissue. Bottom row of images shows the interventional 
cardiologists using the real-time images for navigation.

found it useful to be able to change imaging parameters 
such as parallel imaging acceleration factor on-the-fly.  
This enables interactive trade-off between SNR and imaging 
speed. The Gadgetron comes with a real-time reconstruction 
chain that can adapt when parallel imaging factor changes.

Siemens Healthcare has released a WIP for interventional 
MRI based on the BEAT_IRTTT sequence1. This sequence can 
be used with the Siemens Healthcare Interactive Front End 
(IFE) for interventional MRI. The distributed WIP does not 
ship with the Gadgetron, but the sequence has the required 
functionality to communicate with a Gadgetron installation 
running on either the MARS or an external workstation or 
server as described above.

Motion corrected, Phase Sensitive Inversion Recovery

Imaging of Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE) is the  
gold standard for assessing myocardial viability [19, 20].  
The assessment has traditionally been done with a 
segmented, Inversion Recovery (IR) sequence acquired 
during a breath-hold [21]. It is possible to use a magnitude 
based reconstruction or Phase Sensitive Inversion Recovery 
(PSIR) [22]. The breath-holding technique can suffer from 
motion artifacts and thus motion corrected, free-breathing 
techniques [23] are gaining popularity. More recently,  
LGE imaging has also been combined with dark blood 
pre-paration to improve the blood to scar contrast [24].  

1 WIP, the product is currently under development and is not for sale in the US and in 
other countries. Its future availability cannot be ensured.
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The Gadgetron incorporates reconstruction pipelines for all 
the popular LGE imaging options including non-rigid motion 
correction. The reconstruction has been implemented in such 
a way that multi-slice acquisitions can be reconstructed 
on-the-fly as they are acquired. While this is a small 
modification compared to current product pipelines, it has 
significant impact on workflow. Stacks of LGE images take a 
substantial amount of time to reconstruct when including 
motion correction. If this reconstruction does not start until 
the acquisition is done, it slows down the clinical workflow. 
Figure 10 shows example LGE short axis stacks, which have 
been acquired during free breathing and reconstructed using 
the Gadgetron. Acquisition time for a full stack of slices is 
on the order of 2.5 minutes. The reconstruction is complete 
approximately 5 seconds after the end of the scan.

Free-breathing, motion corrected cine imagine of the heart

Cardiac MRI is the gold standard for evaluating cardiac 
motion and function [25]. Traditionally, this evaluation has 
been done with a stack of short axis slices acquired during 
breath-holding. Typically 1–2 slices are acquired in a breath-
hold and 9–13 slices are acquired to cover the ventricles. 
Multiple breath-holds are a significant challenge for cardiac 
patients in general and it represents a real impediment  
in pediatric2 patients. Alternatively, a stack of real-time 
acquisitions can be prescribed, but the compromised spatial 
and/or temporal resolution makes it a less attractive option. 

Figure 10: Example LGE stacks reconstructed with the motion corrected, PSIR reconstruction included in the Gadgetron. Stacks of 9 short-
axis images can be acquired and reconstructed in approximately 2.5 minutes.

To overcome these problems, it was proposed that a series  
of real-time images acquired over multiple heart beats 
could be motion corrected, and the motion corrected data 
could be reassembled (also known as rebinning) with better 
temporal resolution [26, 27]. The techniques have been 
improved to use less data [28] and methods that handle 
non-Cartesian sampling have also been proposed [29]. 
Figure 11 shows example short axis images acquired with  
the free-breathing, motion corrected binning technique.  
The results are compared to breath-hold imaging and free-
breathing with multiple averages. The motion correction 
algorithms increase the reconstruction time. It can be on  
the order of 1–2 minutes per slice, which is not tolerable 
clinically. The Gadgetron comes with an implementation  
of motion corrected binning, and it has been demonstrated 
that cloud computing can be used in conjunction with 
motion corrected binning [30]. With this approach,  
multiple instances of the Gadgetron collaborate on a  
given reconstruction, effectively assigning an independent 
computational node to each acquired slice. Since recon-
struction of a given imaging slice can start as soon as the 
acquisition of that slice is complete, the reconstruction cost 
can be hidden by the acquisition such that the final images 
are reconstructed and back on the host computer within  
a minute of the acquisition finishing. Using the binning 
technique, the acquisition time of each slice is slightly 
longer than a breath-hold, typically 16–20 seconds, but it  
is acquired during free-breathing and no pause is needed 
between slices for the patient to catch their breath. The net 
result is an overall faster workflow and improved patient 
comfort.

2 Siemens Healthcare Disclaimer: MR scanning has not been established as safe for 
imaging fetuses and infants less than two years of age. The responsible physician 
must evaluate the benefits of the MR examination compared to those of other 
imaging procedures.
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Figure 11: Example cardiac 
function images comparing 
three acquisition techniques: 
(11A) breath-hold (BH) 
segmented, (11B) free-
breathing, multiple averages 
(AVE), (11C) free-breathing 
motion corrected (MOC) 
binning. Frames are shown 
for End Diastole (ED) and  
End Systole (ES).

Discussion and conclusions

The Gadgetron is an open source image reconstruction 
engine, which has been used extensively for MRI recon-
struction. It is a client-server architecture that can be used 
as a stand-alone desktop image reconstruction system or  
it can be connected directly to clinical MRI systems by  
letting the vendor reconstruction act as a Gadgetron client. 
The internal MRI data format is the open ISMRM Raw Data 
standard and with converters being available for most 
major vendors, it can be used as a cross vendor image 
reconstruction platform. The framework is also cross-
platform in the sense that it builds and runs on Windows, 
Linux, and Mac, which gives researchers flexibility to 
integrate it into existing work flows and infrastructure. 
Through the open development model, community 
contributions are encouraged and merged changes are 
continuously compiled, tested, and released for the 
community to use. The Gadgetron build systems produce 
containerized distributions that come with all necessary 
dependencies and can be deployed easily.

When used with Siemens Healthcare MRI scanners, a 
dedicated ICE program (IceGadgetron) can be used to  
add Gadgetron connectivity to any existing ICE program.  
The IceGadgetron program manages Gadgetron connection  
and measurement dependencies in a transparent way  
and the Gadgetron can be used in a clinical workflow 
without the need for expert research staff on site. This 
facilitates deployment of novel reconstruction algorithms  
in a clinical setting.

The Gadgetron is distributed with a wide range of ready-to-
use reconstruction pipelines. These include generic parallel 
image reconstruction pipelines that support a wide range of 
parallel imaging strategies, including several commonly 
used strategies for acquiring calibration data. There are  
also several specialized reconstruction applications ranging 
from real-time non-Cartesian parallel imaging using  
GPU acceleration to cardiac imaging using free-breathing,  
motion correction strategies.

One of the main aims of the Gadgetron project is to provide 
the research community with access to completely open 
source implementations of robust, production quality 
reconstruction pipelines. The reconstruction components are 
a good place to start for new researches in the field and they 
provide a relevant reference point for reconstruction quality 
comparisons in scientific publications. Community partici-
pation is very much encouraged and software patches, bug 
fixes, and suggestions are welcomed by the growing group  
of people developing Gadgetron source code. The modularity 
of the Gadgetron also invites researchers to use it as a 
deployment vehicle for their own algorithms. The Gadgetron 
pipeline in combination with the IceGadgetron programs  
is a practical platform for deploying novel reconstruction 
algorithms in a clinical environment. External algorithms 
can be supplied as C/C++, Python, or Matlab code. 

In conclusion, the Gadgetron aims to overcome some of  
the main limitations in current image reconstruction 
research; it provides open access to algorithm source code, 
is a rapid prototyping environment, and facilitates clinical 
deployment for rigorous testing.

BH
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AVE MOC

11A 11B 11C
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